Elastomeric joints are utilized in many automotive applications, and exhibit frequency and excitation amplitude dependent properties. Current methods commonly identify only the cross-point joint property using displacement excitation at stepped single frequencies. This process is often time consuming and is limited to measuring a single dynamic stiffness term of the joint stiffness matrix. This study focuses on developing tractable laboratory inverse experiments to identify frequency dependent stiffness matrices up to 1000 Hz. Direct measurements are performed on a commercial elastomer test system and an inverse experiment consisting of an elastic beam (with a square cross section) attached to a cylindrical elastomeric joint. Sources of error in the inverse methodology are thoroughly examined and explained through simulation which include ill-conditioning of matrices and the sensitivity to modeling error. The identified translational dynamic stiffness and loss factor values show good agreement between the two identification methods, though challenges remain for the rotational and coupling stiffness terms. The experimental methods are applied to two different elastomeric materials of the same geometry.
INTRODUCTION
Elastomeric joints are commonly used to connect two substructures providing isolation and/or motion control to a system. Current methods used to identify joint properties commonly employ a cross-point measurement where a uniaxial displacement excitation is applied to the joint component under preload [1, 2] . This method requires the component to be tested with a specified input displacement or force amplitude in a step-sine sweep fashion [2, 3] . Typical machines used for these measurements consist of commercial elastomer test systems [4] where its actuator excites the joint with a displacement input and measures the force response with a load cell [1, 2] . These measurements are often limited in frequency range (less than 1000 Hz) due to frame and fixture resonances and capabilities of the machines [1, 2] . Due to these characteristics common to direct measurements, the test can often be time consuming and only able to determine single stiffness terms in the joint stiffness matrix. Inverse methods have been developed as another approach to characterize joint stiffness properties [1, 5, 6, 7] .
Kim and Singh [1] , incorporate two inertial elements connected to each end of a joint to identify frequency dependent dynamic stiffness matrices using the measured mobilities of the overall system and rigid body system theory. This method shows promising results in identifying high frequency stiffness properties of the joint; however, the experimental configuration is not capable of incorporating preload [1] .
Other methods [5, 6, 7] incorporate the use of elastic beam theory in place of the rigid inertia elements and thus permit incorporating preload into the identification experiment. Hong and Lee [6] develop a method in which an unconstrained structure (base structure) and an experimental setup (base structure connected to joints) is used to identify joint properties. By acquiring the complete dynamic compliance matrices of the two models, the identified joint properties can be found by subtraction of the inverse of the two compliance matrices [6] . The method appears useful to identify multidimensional frequency dependent properties under a variety of preload conditions [7] . Although such formulations exist in open literature, this article serves to fill the void of a lack of experimental validation where an elastic beam element is incorporated in the setup to identify frequency dependent properties of elastomeric joints.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
This study extends the prior work of Hong and Lee [6] by conducting benchmark experiments that contain joints with frequency dependent properties. The joints considered are composed of a cylindrical elastomeric material with steel caps at each end. Two joints of different material are analyzed. The scope is focused on identifying results in the frequency domain up to 1000 Hz.
The specific objectives of this study are as follows: 1) Design tractable laboratory experiments that allow for a comparison between inverse and direct identification methods; 2) Conduct numerical verification simulations to examine sources of error common to the inverse approach; and 3) Conduct benchmark validation experiments to identify the joint properties. The experimental validation study intentionally examines the translational stiffness term and leaves the rotational and coupling terms for future research.
An elastic (beam) element is intentionally selected for the experimental configuration. Prior research [1] has used rigid inertial element attachments to the elastomeric component; however, such a configuration does not permit incorporating preload into the experiment. The formulation is general in nature and applicable to linear elastic jointed structures. As a first step, the experiment did not include preload and is reserved for future research.
UNIAXIAL CHARACTERIZATION AND PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION USING THE DIRECT METHOD
The joint is a cylindrical geometry with an elastomeric material and steel caps on opposing ends as shown in Figure 1a and Figure 1b . The joint rotational, θ 1 and θ 2 , and translational, X 1 and X 2 , degrees of freedom are considered; thus, the joint stiffness matrix is given as (1) where F 1 and F 2 are applied forces, and M 1 and M 2 are the moments. The stiffness terms of interest to identify consist of the translational stiffness element, , the rotational stiffness element, , and the coupling terms,
, and defined with reference to Equation (1) as (2 a-d) with the all other boundary conditions ideally fixed. Dynamic stiffness of a damped joint is defined as
where k′ is the real (storage) component of the dynamic stiffness, k″ is the imaginary component (dissipative) of the dynamic stiffness, j is , and η is the loss factor defined by Equation (4).
The joints are tested on an elastomer test system [2, 4] which is a non-resonant test where input displacement is applied at one end of the specimen and then the force transmitted is measured at the other end. Since the stiffness of the joint is being pursued, the fixture itself utilized for experimentation must be stiff relative to the joint [8] . Accordingly, aluminum is chosen as the fixture material. The fixture is composed of six blocks bolted together, as illustrated in Figure 1c .
The bottom fixture is composed of blocks labeled 1, 2 and 3, and block 3 is mounted to the load cell of the test system. The top fixture, composed of block 4, provides an input displacement (X 1 ) to the joint which transmits a force, to blocks 1, 2, 3 and eventually the load cell of the test system (F 2 ). The direct test measures , which is a cross-point term of the stiffness matrix Equation (1). Figure 2 contains the experimental results of the direct cross point measurement up to 600 Hz with a frequency resolution of 25 Hz. The upper frequency in the test is 600 Hz rather than 1000 Hz as the elastomer test system fails to converge to the correct displacement amplitude beyond 600 Hz for the benchmark tests. The displacement amplitude is chosen to create a sine wave that is within 5% of its amplitude peak. At higher frequencies, the test system is less consistent in staying within this tolerance. The test is performed with a peak-to-peak input displacement amplitude of 0.05 mm. The dynamic stiffness magnitude is divided by two since there are two joints in parallel (shear). 
MODELING THE DIRECT IDENTIFICATION EXPERIMENT USING A FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
The inverse identification experiment is constructed to identify the driving-point properties of the elastomeric joint; thus, a finite element model of the cross-point measurement of the direct experiment is used to establish a driving-point comparison. The direct uniaxial characterization experiments are used to determine the effective elastic modulus, loss factor, and density of the two elastomeric materials. A finite element model of the direct fixture is used to determine the material parameters of the joint elastic material. It is recognized that material nonlinearities are present; however, the assumption is made that at small displacements above say 50 Hz, the elastomer can be approximated as a linear elastic material with structural (hysteretic) damping proportional to stiffness. The static stiffness can be found by choosing a value of the dynamic stiffness magnitude at low frequencies. From this stiffness value, , the modulus of rigidity is found with the following equation , where L is the length of the elastic material of the joint (2.54 cm) and A is the cross sectional area of a 2.54 cm diameter circle. The elastic modulus of the structure can then be found by the relationship provided by the Poisson's ratio , where the Poisson's ratio, ν, is chosen as .49 for rubber. The dynamic stiffness and loss factor comparison between the experiment and FEA is displayed on Figure 3 . The values found for the elastic moduli, loss factors, and densities of the joint elastic material are shown on Table  1 . In order to now obtain simulated direct calculations comparable to the inverse driving point calculations, a simplified finite element model of a joint fixed on one end as displayed on Figure 1f is used in the subsequent sections. 
INVERSE METHOD FOR IDENTIFICATION
The method described by Hong et al. [7] requires three dynamic stiffness matrices to identify the unknown joint properties. The three dynamic stiffness matrices consist of the dynamic stiffness matrix of the constrained structure (D*), unconstrained structure (D o ) and the unknown joint properties (D u ) as illustrated on Figure 4 . To summarize the method, if one had the dynamic stiffness matrix of the constrained and unconstrained structure, the unknown joint properties could be found from the subtraction of the two matrices. In most applications, the constrained structure is not completely known. This requires the need to estimate unobserved frequency response functions. Joint locations are typically unobserved coordinates due to obstructions and lack of experimental equipment; yet, these frequency response functions are required for estimation of the unknown joint properties in the identification formula. This leads to this method requiring two steps. First, one must use the estimation formula for unobserved frequency response functions. The second step is to use the identification formula for unknown joint properties. The next two sections summarize the derivation for these two equations. The mathematical formulation is implemented into a Matlab script [9] .
(5) Figure 4 . Simplified illustration of the identification method and the corresponding dynamic stiffness matrices where k is a stiffness element
Inverse Method Formulation
The dynamic stiffness matrix of a structural dynamic system is defined based on the physical domain matrices mass (M), stiffness (K), and viscous damping matrix (C): D(jω) = −ω 2 M + jωC + K, where ω is angular frequency. The coordinate vectors are defined in terms of transformation matrices designating specific coordinates on the constrained structure ( Figure 5 ): (6) where n, , m, , e and N designate the coordinates connected to joints, coordinates not connected to joints, observed coordinates, unobserved coordinates, excitation coordinates and total number of coordinates on the beam, respectively. T is a selection matrix composed of 1 and 0 in order to isolate the coordinates of the attached subscript. By definition, dynamic stiffness and compliance are related as (7) where H* is the dynamic compliance matrix of the constrained structure, and I is the identity matrix. The condensed dynamic stiffness and compliance matrices are defined as , , , and . By using the condensed dynamic stiffness matrices as well as the definition of frequency response matrix, the estimated compliance frequency response function can be found as [7] ( 8) where the superscript "L" designates the generalized left inverse matrix. The reader is referred to Hong et al. [7] for additional mathematical details. The second step consists of using the identification formula to compute the unknown joint properties. By using Equation (5), Equation (7), and the condensed matrices, the condensed dynamic stiffness matrix for unknown joint properties can be given as (9) where the superscript "R" is the generalized right hand inverse. Figure 6a shows the constrained beam experiment (constrained structure) which consists of the aluminum beam connected to ground through the joint. A finite element model of a three feet long 0.5 in × 0.5 in cross-section aluminum beam composed of 19 nodes is used for the freely suspended unconstrained structure (Figure 6b,c) in the inverse identification method. Timoshenko mass and stiffness elements [10] are used and assume rotational and transverse motion of the beam.
Inverse Beam Experiment
The beam material properties are found by using a computational model of the free-free beam and comparing driving point compliance frequency response functions of the experimental beam with free bounday conditions for a frequency range of 0-1000 Hz. The elastic modulus, density and loss factor of the aluminum beam are found to be 69 GN/m 2 , 2700 kg/m 3 and .006 respectively. 
APPLICATION OF THE INVERSE METHOD
The inverse method is now applied to the constrained and unconstrained structures of Figure 6 . The equations needed to apply the inverse identification method are Equations (8) and (9) . These two equations consist of the estimation formula for unobserved compliance frequency response functions and the identification formula for unknown joint properties, respectively. These equations take into account frequency response functions from both the unconstrained structure as well as the constrained structure to identify joint properties. Observed frequency response functions, . are
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found from the constrained structure and used to find the estimated frequency response functions at unobserved locations, . The unobserved compliance frequency response functions corresponding to the joint locations,
, are now used in the identification formula to find the joint properties. The number of observed and excited locations must at least equal the number of unknown joint degrees of freedom for a unique solution. In this model, there is a rotational and translational joint degree of freedom that must be found, so at a minimum, two excitations and two observed locations are required.
Equations (8) and (9) of the inverse method include three pseudo inverses of dynamic stiffness and compliance matrices. It is necessary to check the conditioning of these matrices in order to eliminate sources of error at singular values. For matrix A, the condition number is defined as the ratio of the maximum singular value to the minimum singular value at a given frequency [12] as (10) where σ max (A) and σ min (A) are the maximum and minimum singular values of matrix A. For material A, the three matrices that conditioning is checked for are , , and . The effect of conditioning is demonstrated with two variations of the same finite element simulation of the constrained structure and unconstrained structures of Figure 6 . Table 2 (Model 1 and Model 2) displays the coordinates on the constrained structure used to illustrate the importance of matrix conditioning. There is a translational and rotational coordinate for each node. Only translational coordinates are used for observed and excited coordinates. The conditioning of model 1 and model 2 are very different as illustrated in Figure 7 . Model 1 and model 2 have different singular values for all three matrices. It is noticed that selecting the location of observed and excited locations is important in determining the frequency of the singular value. Also, it can be noticed that adding more observed and excited locations does not always necessarily decrease the value of the condition number at certain frequencies; however, in all cases analyzed, increasing the number of observed and excited locations improves the identified results. Depending on the system, the condition number of one of the three matrices may be more important in causing sources of error than the others. For this simulation, the condition number of proves to be critical in creating a source of error for model 1 as shown on Figure 8 . Figure 8 shows that at the location of singular values regarding , significant error of the identifed translational stiffness magnitude and damping of the joints occurs. Since this is the case, an alternative model is prefered. It is noticed that with more observed and excited locations, error due to conditioning can be minimized. A final observation is that at increasing frequencies the error due to conditioning has more effect on the identified results. Identified results for model 2, displayed on Figure 9 , shows significantly less error at singular values of . This model is used for the remainder of this chapter. Now that the tractable model for the inverse method has been designed and sufficient knowledge of conditioning has been discovered, it is important to verify the inverse results with that of the direct results. First, the direct identified results have to be extended to 1000 Hz, and the frequency resolution is now set to 1 Hz to match the frequency resolution of the inverse results. The identified stiffness and loss factor for material A displayed on Figure 10 show good agreement for translational and coupling terms for the entire frequency range. Rotational terms also show good agreement but error occurs near the first mode.
MODELING ERROR
Since analytical and experimental information are both utilized, the sensitivity to analytical model errors are examined in the context of the beam experiment. The finite element model of the inverse identification method is used to determine how modeling errors of damping, density and elastic modulus could affect the identified joint properties. In experiments conducted by Colakoglu et al. [13] , aluminum loss factor for a beam with free-free boundary conditions varied from 0.002-0.01. Elastic modulus and density can often vary from one aluminum beam to the next. Aluminum elastic modulus and density are published as 69 GPa and 2700 kg/m 3 , respectively. It is important to see whether variance in these material properties can affect the identified results. This is accomplished by varying the damping, density and elastic modulus of the computational aluminum beam structure (η o , ρ o , E o ) in comparison to the constrained structure's aluminum beam loss factor, density and elastic modulus (η*, ρ*, and E*). 3 and E * is chosen as 69 GPa. The translational, coupling and rotational terms associated with the following equations from the joint stiffness matrix of Equation (1) are compared to understand the effect of modeling error, where the translational stiffness term is . and are the coupling terms and for the subject finite element model, . The rotational term that is compared is . The analysis is completed for Material A. Using Model 2 of Table 2 , Figures 11, 12, 13 show the identified joint properties and the stiffness magnitude and loss factor are affected by such modeling. It is noticed that rotational terms are the most sensitive to each of these modeling errors. Altering density and elastic modulus by 1% has detrimental effects on the accuracy of the inverse method as shown on Figure 12 and Figure 13 . This newly gained information is important to consider when taking experimental measurements. For this experiment, the translational stiffness properties are least sensitive to modeling errors; however, the coupling and rotational terms present further challenges. 
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF PROPOSED PROCEDURE
It is decided to only validate the inverse identification procedure for the translational stiffness properties of the joints. In order to accomplish this, the number of observed and excited locations is increased to seven in order to minimized error due to conditioning (Model 3 of Table 2 ). To obtain experimental compliance measurements, a roving impulse hammer technique is used to apply force inputs at the excited locations, and uniaxial accelerometers are located at the observed locations. The compliance frequency response functions are used in the estimation formula for unobserved compliance frequency response functions as . A large source of error in experiments may arise when measuring compliance frequency response functions. Since there are seven observed locations in the experiment, seven accelerometers are located on the constrained system. The accelerometers have a mass that may affect the identified results by altering the frequency response functions slightly. To illustrate this effect, a computational study is used. For one model, the mass and inertia of the accelerometer is measured and added to the mass matrix of the computational model of the beam. In a second model, the mass and inertia of seven accelerometers are added to the corresponding element locations in the global mass matrix. A comparison of a driving point compliance frequency response function on the free-free computational beam is used to show how these models differ (Figure 14) . Figure 14 shows that at natural frequencies and anti-resonant regions large error occurs. An effort is made to account for the accelerometer mass and inertia in the global mass matrix of the computational model during experiments, but do to human error and difficulty of modeling the accelerometer inertia error still results. It is important to take this into consideration when analyzing the experimentally identified stiffness of the joints. , 1 accelerometer attached to constrained system; , 7 accelerometers attached to constrained system.
The inverse experiment will be validated two ways. First, the inverse identified stiffness properties will be compared to the verified stiffness properties from the past section. This is compared for a frequency range of 0-1000 Hz. Figure 16 illustrates the good agreement between the finite element and experimental inverse identified stiffness properties. Error occurs at low frequencies, but this is most likely due to dynamic ranging issues as well as incorrect modeling of elastomeric behavior. The simulated model assumes the elastomeric behavior exhibits structural damping throughout the entire frequency range. In reality, elastomers experience frequency dependence especially at low frequencies.
An interesting note about material B is that a second mode occurs at 950 Hz. It is assumed that this is an internal joint mode. In order to verify this assumption, the FEA model of the fixed-free joint is checked for the displacement participation at 950 Hz, 150 Hz and a static test for material B as shown on Figure 15 . At higher frequencies, the internal dynamics can no longer be approximated as a lumped spring element, as it has a mass associated with the material, resulting in an internal joint mode. The inverse identification procedure is able to successfully identify frequency dependent properties including joint modes. 
CONCLUSION
This article has contributed to the state-of-the-art by conducting new benchmark experiments that permit comparisons between direct and inverse identification methods for frequency dependent elastomeric joint properties. Good agreement is achieved between the translational results of the two methods for identified stiffness and loss factor from 100 to 1000 Hz. The inverse method is demonstrated to be capable of identifying multidimensional frequency dependent properties through numerical studies; however, challenges remain for the rotational and coupling terms as these terms are shown to be more sensitive to modeling errors and this effort is left for future research. Also, this article provides physical insight into frequency dependent joint properties especially in the presence of internal joint resonances. Further, the method employed in this article is promising for developing an inverse experiment that incorporates preload or displacement to the elastomeric joint.
